At European level, EuroACE is a powerful network
that enables discussions with important
stakeholders to define energy efficiency policies, and
support the vision of building that save resources
and promote healthy living. At Armacell, we believe
that EuroACE drives relevant sustainability topics. Its
large reach and its members that pursuit a common
interest give the alliance a strong voice and a
receiving recognition from policymakers.

Patrick MATHIEU, CEO, Armacell

Philips Lighting leads the transition to bring better
light to the world and to help provide a more
sustainable future. We do this by delivering light
which is energy efficient and saves resources. At EU
level, EuroACE plays a critical role to support and
translate our ambition into policymaking.

Bruno PEDROTTI, Head of European Public &
Government Affairs, Philips Lighting

At Johnson Controls, we believe that a building should
be smart, healthy, and empower people within. No
matter if it’s for homeowners, schools or office
buildings, we have a range of products and services to
make buildings mart in Europe and all over the globe.
2017 is a crucial year for energy efficiency policies in
Europe and EuroACE helps us deliver key messages to
policymakers and national and EU level.

Clay NESLER, Vice-President Global Energy &
Sustainability, Johnson Controls

For Danfoss, EuroACE is not only an important
voice in Brussels when it comes to energy
efficiency in buildings, but also a useful platform
to discuss with business partners across
stakeholders and policymakers, the role of smart
buildings in the energy system of tomorrow.

Niels CHRISTIANSEN, CEO, Danfoss (2007-2016)

At Knauf Insulation, we believe it is critical that those
who want an energy efficient built environment
make their voice heard loud and clear. EuroACE is an
essential vehicle for us to make sure this happens at
the EU level and beyond.

We believe that with a forward-looking EU policy framework,
a highly efficient and comfortable building stock is possible
for all EU citizens. Building on synergies between all
technologies and solutions, EuroACE is a unique alliance that
works on making this vision a reality.

Tony ROBSON, CEO, Knauf Insulation (2003-2015)

Céline CARRE, Head of European Public Affairs, Saint-Gobain

